FRENCH  POLITICAL THOUGHT
«
obedience of the many, and a society aiming at the maximum
degree of freedom and of equality for the greatest number.
But it was all conceived in narrowly political terms, for an
economically static agricultural community. " Revolution gave
to equality and liberty a partial and class interpretation. From
the theories of the philosophers, agrarian categories of property
and contract passed into an industrial age, whose need was
not so much a statement of individual rights as a conception
of purpose and social organization." * Slowly it became realized
that political freedom would need its economic counterpart,
and during the second half of the century one sees the terms
of the dualism slowly changing: property becomes the ex-
pression of power, the right of industrial organization that of
liberty, economic opportunity that of equality. But while the
terms thereof may change, the dualism is still there and the
advent of Socialism, far from cutting across the old division,
has only intensified it; what is now happening is that the
Church, having declared unequivocal war against Socialism,
is gathering to herself all hitherto hostile bourgeois elements
which fear the Pope less than Karl Marx,2 and is also slowly
driving into the Socialist camp all the old anti-clerical Radical
forces. The rallying round to Catholic Conservatism of the
ex-Dreyfusard Voltairian bourgeois 3 and the close co-operation
1	Kingsley Martin, Trench Liberal Thought in the Eighteenth Century, p. 304.
2	" Les solutions catholiques des probl&mes de la vie int^rieure comme
de la vie sociale sont si conformes, par leur richesse, leur substance, leur
£quilibre, leur harmonic, aux indications les plus constantes de ^intelligence,
que nous ins^rons, sans hesiter, nos revendications touchant les lois la'iques
dans I'ensemble des revendications de 1'intelligence et des exigences, tant de
1'ordre francais que de Tordre tout court. Us sont nombreux les Fran$ais qui,
m&ne n'^tant pas croyants, sont amends par une meditation de'sinte'resse'e, k
souhaiter au Catholicisme un role de  plus  en  plus actif dans la  politique
interieure et exterieure du pays. Ainsi M. Forgeot, depute* de la Marne,
designait r^cemment a la Chambre le Catholicisme comme la seule puissance
capable de lutter efiicacement contre le bolchevisme. . . . C'est done a tous
les hommes d'ordre que nous nous adressons " (Gaetan Bernoville, in LaPaix
religieuse, p. 239).
* In which political camp are now to be found, or would be found if
still alive, the members of the Waldeck-Rousseau and Combes cabinets—
Delcasse*, Millerand, Caillaux, Leygues, Doumergue, Monis,Gallifet, Lanessan,
Baudin, Rouvier, Mougeot?
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